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Embedded software development
Analog and digital circuit design
Printed circuit board layout
Prototype build
Communication protocols
Sensor interfacing
Motor controls
Android and iPhone app
development
Customer training

Your Twin Cities source
for
custom embedded systems

Problem: In sheet metal stamping, oil film
thickness on the sheet must be verified to
protect the die and limit waste.
Solution: The thickness of the oil film may
be inferred from the amount of fluorescence
under UV light. We designed an instrument that
measures the amount of
fluorescence from a
strobing UV light source.
The strobing is
controlled by a custom
circuit board and the
signal from a photodiode
is synchronously
detected. The
microcontroller on the circuit board relays the
measurements via Bluetooth to an Android
tablet computer, where our app provides the
instrument's user interface.

as a function of stepper motor position in
an automated
gauging
application.

Problem: Test automatic transmission
solenoid valves by commanding a varying
duty-cycle and measuring the instantaneous
current.
Solution: Use an analog voltage
command from a host computer to define a
duty-cycle. Provide 15-amp power
switching and solenoid current
measurement. This custom 4-channel
board has become one of our standard
products and is used in several
manufacturing test facilities.

Problem: Provide an interface from a
commercial non-contact laser distance gauge to
a Windows application synchronized to stepper
motor pulses.

Solution: The high-speed parallel data
from the laser distance gauge is captured by
a custom circuit with a microcontroller.
Stepper motor pulses connected to this
circuit cause a high-speed serial data packet
to be emitted which can be read by the
Windows application. The result is an
accurate profile of laser-measured distance

Problem: In a crash test system, verify
the speed of a sled just before impact.
Solution: A flag on the sled breaks two

optical beams six inches apart. We designed
a circuit to measure the time delay between
these two events to within 100 nanoseconds
and convert to mph or kph for display and
communication to a control computer.

Problem: Manage the control and data
collection for a diesel hot engine test stand.

Problem: Evaluate radiator cooling fin
material by passing light through the louvers at
varying angles.
Solution: A collimated beam of IR light is
pulsed and detected by a photodiode. This
signal is synchronously detected as the material
is rotated to different angles. Due to the phase
delay in the signal processing circuits, the
optimal demodulation clock is a delayed version
of the light source chopping signal. Both of
these clocks were generated with the proper
offset by a custom-programmed 8-pin
microcontroller, which we provided for the
client to integrate into the
overall design.

Problem: Determine the power contribution
of each cylinder in a running diesel engine.

Solution: We developed a real-time
application for an industrial PC. The
application communicates with the
engine controller over the CAN bus,
controls the RPM, load, and torque on
an attached dynamometer, and collects a
wide variety of test measurements.
Collected data is added to the client's
factory database in real-time.

Solution: Mount a magnetic timing pickup
next to holes in the flywheel. By precisely
measuring the time between holes, we
calculate instantaneous angular velocity.
Short-term changes in this velocity as a
function of crankshaft position, averaged
over multiple rotations, gives a very sensitive
measure of
instantaneous
acceleration, which
correlates well with
power contribution.

How we work for you:
•

We offer a free initial consultation
concerning the issue you want
addressed.

•

We provide you with a proposal for a
solution and a fixed-bid quotation,
along with a detailed specification of
exactly what we will do.

•

We design any needed custom
circuits, circuit boards, and software,
in conjunction with your packaging
requirements and any other
constraints.

•

We build and test the system, doing
on-site testing as needed.

•

We deliver the completed system
along with documentation for the
system, circuits, and software.

•

We are available for on-site training.
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